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Current state of delivery performance

■ Performance is seen as an output measure of individuals and teams (completely inwards), 
completely disassociated from value and disconnected from customer needs

■ A belief that if we optimise the parts, it will produce an optimised whole

■ Estimating in a deterministic way, relying on their intuition and faith 

■ Management paradigm focused on resource efficiency 

■ Actionable performance data not available



Reimagining 
Service Delivery 
Performance



customer-centric
Performance must be seen from the customer perspective, 
shifting the purpose of teams from executing tasks to 
satisfying customer needs.



Focus on what matters most to your 
customer

■ Your lead time (and its predictability)

■ Your delivery rate (and its predictability)

■ Your quality (and its predictability)



Setting service level expectation

55 days or less 
were required to complete 

85% of new product features

Service SLE Predictability

New product 
feature 30 days or less 76%

Fixes, 
Enhancements 

and Optimisation 
10 days or less 82%

Hotfix 1 day or less 95%

Defect rate

37%

17%

3%



contextual analysis
Service delivery performance is extremely contextual. To be 
meaningful, your data needs to be filtered and aggregated.



Filters and Aggregations
■ Portfolio level

■ Service/Delivery Team(s)

■ Type of demand

■ Class of service

■ Period of time



thinking in systems
Visualising and measuring the interaction between the parts 
will bring you far more insights than visualising and 
measuring individual outputs.



Performance Data Science

Executive Dashboard Lead time Inventory Flow Efficiency

Process Stability Quality Cumulative Flow Diagram Work in Process

Time in State InOut Flow Planned vs Unplanned Throughput



shared consciousness
Shared understanding and common language across 
delivery performance help teams to shape new collective 
behaviours and enables leadership to determine the most 
impactful interventions they can make.



Shared understanding and common language



Service Delivery Performance Baseline



Service Delivery Performance Dashboard

https://app.powerbi.com/groups/47e1e431-7718-4c78-b188-d7b4e0e4e212/reports/b88d9343-cf6c-4b97-811a-d148e57817c0/ReportSectionf066ea3aece006502e35
https://app.powerbi.com/groups/47e1e431-7718-4c78-b188-d7b4e0e4e212/reports/b88d9343-cf6c-4b97-811a-d148e57817c0/ReportSectionf066ea3aece006502e35


Service Delivery Performance Dashboard



Service Delivery and Operations Review
Service Delivery Review Operations Review

Suggested Frequency: Bi-Weekly

Suggested Length: 30 minutes

All the efficiency in the world is wasted if the most important 
stakeholder – the client – is not satisfied. The Service Delivery 
Review aims to look at how well the client is being served by the 
team’s output. An additional benefit of this meeting is cultivating trust 
with your customer through acting transparently and engaging 
directly with their concerns.

This meeting should involve the customer (or its representatives), 
the service delivery manager and representatives from the delivery 
team. You might find other stakeholders should be involved 
depending on the needs of your project. Kanban is a data-driven 
method that relies upon metrics – consider how client satisfaction 
criteria can be assessed objectively. Some targets that can be set 
include desired lead/cycle time lengths, lead time consistency and 
overall delivery rates.

Suggested Frequency: Monthly

Suggested Length: 2 hours

The Operations Review takes a holistic view of all the different 
interconnecting internal teams and systems. Even if individual teams 
have high efficiency, the whole organisation can be held back by one 
improperly functioning part or hand-off inefficiencies.

This Kanban meeting involves managers from different divisions, 
departments and systems looking for ways to improve the efficiency 
of the whole. Particular attention should be paid to 
interdependencies between Kanban systems that can have a ripple 
effect on overall delivery times. The Operations Review is also an 
ideal time to spot areas of underused capacity throughout the 
organisation that can be used to shorten lead times.

Source: The Rhythm of Success: Kanban Meetings by Sonya Siderova



probabilistic forecast
Teams should leverage their existing data using statistical 
and probabilistic approaches to forecast.



The Monte Carlo Method

Start date: 03/04/2019

Finish Date 07/08/2019

# working days 91

95% of confidence 45 user stories

85% of confidence 109 user stories

50% of confidence 254 user stories

# User Stories 139

Start Date 03/04/2019

50% of confidence 07/06/2019

85% of confidence 26/09/2019

95% of confidence 20/02/2020

How many?

“Given that I have a period of time, how 
many work items is likely to get done?”

When?

“Given that I have a batch of work, when is 
that likely to get done?”
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flow efficiency
In knowledge work, the most appropriate type of efficiency 
is the one in which customer value flows through a value 
stream to satisfy a customer need



Value-added time X 100%
Lead time

Value-added time:  4  
Lead time:  20

20%
Value-added time

80%
Waiting Time

The flow efficiency formula

←your 

flow 
efficiency



The shocking reality organisations face today



The big sources of delay

1. Value Stream designed to operate with several handovers, where each 

stage depends on the deliverables of the previous one and corresponds 

to a specialisation of the process.

2. Dependencies (shared services, other teams, specialists or vendors)

3. Too much work-in-progress

4. Team liquidity

5. Manual and repetitive work

6. Earlier commitment

7. Blockers



Repeatable pattern



Repeatable pattern

4

Dynamic Analysis

Get on-demand metrics and analytics 
of predictability and flow

1

Awareness

Create awareness and interest on 
how to measure and optimise 

systems of value creation

3

Value Stream Mapping

Add a narrative to your data by 
exploring the systemic behaviours

5

Service Delivery Manager
Focus on increasing speed, reducing 
costs and shortening the response to 

customer demand

6

Operations Review

Focus on Service Delivery Performance 
Optimisation

2

Service Delivery Performance 
Baseline

Gain clarity into your current state. 
Use it to get momentum.



Case study: Digital division of an 
Australian neobank
Service Delivery Optimisation

Period of observation: 26 weeks

■ Lead time reduction of up to 69%

■ Predictability increase by up to 54 percentage points

■ Value Demand improved from 31% to 65%

■ Failure Demand reduced from 69% to 35%

■ WIP Ageing reduction of up to 61%

■ WIP reduction of 86%



What I want you to 
remember



Principles of Service Delivery Performance

customer-centric
Performance must be seen from the customer 
perspective, shifting the purpose of teams from 
executing tasks to satisfying customer needs.

1

2

3

contextual analysis
Service delivery performance is extremely 
contextual. To be meaningful, your data needs 
to be filtered and aggregated.

shared consciousness
Shared understanding and common language 
across delivery performance help teams to 
shape new collective behaviours and enables 
leadership to determine the most impactful 
interventions they can make.

4

5

6

thinking in systems
Visualising and measuring the interaction 
between the parts will bring you far more 
insights than visualising and measuring 
individual outputs.

probabilistic forecast
Teams should leverage their existing data 
using statistical and probabilistic approaches 
to forecast.

flow efficiency
In knowledge work, the most appropriate type 
of efficiency is the one in which customer 
value flows through a value stream to satisfy a 
customer need.
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